Offre créée le 20-10-2017

RH CONSEIL sarl
Tel : (+352) 26 67 53 1
Fax : (+352) 26 67 53 39
Internet : www.rhconseil.lu

OFFRE DU SECTEUR INFORMATIQUE
Poste : "Business Analyst (M/W)"
MERCI DE TRANSMETTRE VOS CV AU FORMAT WORD ou RTF UNIQUEMENT, PAS DE PDF

Mode de Réponse

Envoyer un CV

Réf. de l'offre

inf333

Contact

Sandrine GARNIER (garnier@rhconseil.lu)

Infos société

IT company

Intitulé du poste

Business Analyst (M/W)

Lieu

Luxembourg

Descriptif

Your main responsibilities:
- Be the interface between banking business units and the development team
- Lead business requirements sessions and gap analysis exercises for new implementations to
ensure stakeholder’s requirements can be met
- Understand the functional requirements and problems of the business and translate it into wellstructured concepts that can be used as specifications for development
- Manage requirements specifications for a functional area, ensuring that the complexity of the
requirements is documented in concise manner that is easily understood by all stakeholders
- Follow-up developments based on specifications, act as single functional point of contact for
developers during development process
- Write and supervise products release notes content and end-user documentation
- Provide training sessions to end-users
- Support sales and pre-sales processes

Formation

University degree in Business Administration/Economics or related discipline

Expérience

Previous similar experience of at least 5 years.

Compétences

- Excellent knowledge with banking or financial applications or a deep knowledge of banking
operations (ideally in accounting/controlling, middle or back-office operations)
- Experience in Business and Requirement Analysis. Relevant certification e.g. IIBA or IREB would
be an asset
- Knowledge of the Scrum framework would be an asset
- Ability to work under pressure and handle tight deadlines
- Availability and ability to travel abroad on a frequent basis. Willingness to work remotely at clients’
premises in Luxembourg and abroad on long-term projects
- Excellent interpersonal and communication skills.

Langues

Fluency in written and spoken German and English is mandatory, any other language would be
considered as an advantage.

Date d'embauche

ASAP

Durée

Permanent work contract

Salaire

Salary to be negotiated

Remarque

Salary according to profile and experience
Package

*ATTENTION : seuls les cv au format Word ou RTF sont acceptés, pas de PDF !

